New genes with novel functions arise by duplication and divergence, but the process poses a problem. After duplication, an extra gene copy must rise to sufficiently high frequency in the population and remain free of common inactivating lesions long enough to acquire the rare mutations that provide a new selectable function. Maintaining a duplicated gene by selection for the original function would restrict the freedom to diverge. (We refer to this problem as Ohno's dilemma). A model is described by which selection continuously favors both maintenance of the duplicate copy and divergence of that copy from the parent gene. Before duplication, the original gene has a trace side activity (the innovation) in addition to its original function. When an altered ecological niche makes the minor innovation valuable, selection favors increases in its level (the amplification), which is most frequently conferred by increased dosage of the parent gene. Selection for the amplified minor function maintains the extra copies and raises the frequency of the amplification in the population. The same selection favors mutational improvement of any of the extra copies, which are not constrained to maintain their original function (the divergence). The rate of mutations (per genome) that improve the new function is increased by the multiplicity of target copies within a genome. Improvement of some copies relaxes selection on others and allows their loss by mutation (becoming pseudogenes). Ultimately one of the extra copies is able to provide all of the new activity.
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gene amplification ͉ gene divergence ͉ gene duplication ͉ natural selection G ene duplications are the principal source of new genes (1) (2) (3) (4) . Early ideas on origins of new genes were developed and popularized by Ohno (5) . As described by him, duplication creates a redundant gene copy that is free from the ''relentless pressure of natural selection'' and can, while off selection for its initial function, accumulate previously ''forbidden mutations,'' eventually leading to a new function. Later Kimura and Ohta incorporated the statement, ''gene duplication must always precede the emergence of a gene having a new function,'' as one of the five principles governing molecular evolution (6) . This classical model for the origin of genes with new functions has been called the mutation during nonfunctionality (MDN) model (7) or the neo-functionalization model (8) .
A problem with the MDN model is that the newly duplicated gene is supposed to be neutral and therefore subject to loss by drift and by common inactivating mutations (deletions, frameshifts, nonsense mutations). Thus, the extra copy must drift to high frequency in the population and remain functionally intact long enough to acquire a new selectable function by rare beneficial mutations. The MDN process is diagrammed in Fig. 1 .
The Dilemma. The process described above poses a formidable problem. A new gene copy must acquire the rare mutations that provide a new selectable function. These rare mutations can be acquired only if the gene copy remains in the population for a sufficient time and at a sufficient allele frequency. The standard solution would be to maintain the extra copy by selection.
However, such selection would restrict the ability of the copy to lose its old activity and gain a new function.
The Magnitude of the Problem. Fig. 2 shows the fate of tandem duplications in bacteria. To assure retention of the extra copy, some form of selection must overcome opposing drift, mutation, recombinational segregation, and gene conversion. Despite the general assumption of the MDN model that duplications are neutral, it seems likely that they are often counterselected due to metabolic cost or deleterious alteration of gene dosage ratios (9) (10) (11) . In bacteria, the dominant problems are likely to be segregational loss (up to 10% per generation) and counterselection, which varies from undetectable to 15% depending on the size and location of the duplication (M. Pettersson, S. Sun, D.I.A., and O. G. Berg, unpublished results; A. B. Reams, E. Kugelberg, and J.R.R., unpublished results; R. Dawson and J.R.R., unpublished results). Drift will be more important in organisms with smaller populations. However, regardless of population size, loss is the expected fate of the overwhelming majority of duplicated genes (5, 7, (12) (13) (14) .
Results and Discussion
Previous Models for Maintenance of Multiple Identical Genes. Several ways of resolving the dilemma have been suggested. Redundancy could be beneficial. Redundancy might be positively selected because it protects the genome from negative fitness consequences of degenerative mutations (15, 16) . The suggested benefit would seem to be small and to cease as soon as mutants lacking one of the new paralogues become prevalent. Duplications may be selectively stabilized by subfunctionalization. Duplicate copies may be free of selection at the moment of duplication, but can soon be stabilized by mutations that inactivate one subfunction of each copy (8) . These mutations leave two genes that complement to provide the function of the first. Whereas the two parent gene copies are not selectively maintained initially, this model minimizes their time off selection by using a frequent class of mutations (degenerative mutations that lead to partial loss of function) to create separate genes that can be selectively maintained together. Support for this model has focused on cases in which a single gene gives rise to two copies that perform the same function at different times or in different locations because of alteration of regulatory regions (14) .
This model explains how the number of genes (i.e., coding sequences) might increase, but it does not explain how a gene with a totally novel function might evolve. The two stabilized copies are not free to acquire a new function, because both are under selection to provide the original function.
Conversion of alternative alleles to paralogues. If two alternative alleles at a single locus show a heterotic interaction (overdominance), the heterozygous combination is selected. This advantageous genotype can be stabilized in the population if the locus is duplicated (taking it off selection) and recombination moves the alleles to different loci in the same haploid genome (5, 17) . As seen for subfunctionalization, the two copies are maintained by their heterotic effect but neither is free to assume a new function. Selection for increased gene dosage. Amplification has long been recognized as a way to maintain multiple copies of a gene in population (5) . Whereas there are many examples of gene duplications and amplifications with selective value, theoretical work on early steps in the evolution of new genes has neglected selected amplification as a way to maintain extra copies before divergence. This neglect may reflect the common assumption that selection pressure for multiple copies of a gene is always for ''more of the same'' in the context of the gene's primary function. An example of this viewpoint is Ohno's discussion of evolution of multiple copies of rRNA genes (5) . Similarly, gene duplications and amplifications have generally been treated as temporary responses to selection for higher levels of the original function (18, 19) , rather than as intermediates in a process leading to a new gene. Even after amplification was recognized as likely to be ''common in the evolution of new enzyme specificities'' (19) , the nature of their contribution was not defined. Dismissal of amplification neglects the possibility that selection may act on a secondary minor activity of the original gene as proposed here.
Previous Models for Functional Divergence Before Duplication. The problems inherent in the MDN model led to the idea that the new function was acquired before duplication of the parent gene. The functions of a preexisting multifunctional gene are then partitioned between duplicate copies during the period off selection (7, (20) (21) (22) .
Jensen (20) advocated the idea that new genes arise by subdividing the function of a preexisting gene having a broad range of activities. After duplication, the copies are off selection until each of them either loses or specializes a different activity yielding two genes with more limited functionality. Similarly, Hughes (7) suggested that an existing gene might acquire a new secondary function that improves fitness. That is, rather than having broad functionality, the parent gene acquires a discrete, selectively valuable second function before duplication.
As in the subfunctionalization model, duplication takes a copy of the (already bifunctional) parent gene off selection, allowing common loss-of-function mutations to remove different activities of the separate genes. These mutations leave two genes that can be selectively maintained for their distinct functionalities (7). The time off selection is minimized by the fact that the specializing mutations are common ones that impair one of the preexisting functions rather than creating a new one.
Origin of New Genes by Selective Amplification (IAD).
The model proposed here differs from previous models in that selection operates at all stages of the process. The model involves innovation, amplification, and divergence (IAD). The IAD model is presented here in detail with supporting experimental observations. Preliminary versions have been outlined (23, 24) and discussed (25) . Innovation. The parent gene encodes a protein, which (like many proteins) provides not only its primary selected function, but also a variety of minor activities that are neither beneficial nor deleterious before the process starts (Fig. 3 , activities "b," "c," and "d").
The process of forming a new gene is initiated when a change in the ecological niche (e.g., availability of a novel nutrient or presence of a toxic compound) makes one of these minor activities valuable and imposes a selection for an increase in its level. Alternatively selection could be imposed first and a new mutation could confer a trace of the beneficial side activity before duplication of the parent gene. In either case, the parent allele possesses a trace of the new valuable activity. Selection will then favor any increase in the level of this trace activity. Amplification. Because duplication and amplification events are four to eight orders of magnitude more common than improving point mutations (see below), an increase in the level of the side activity is likely to occur by amplification of the original gene . According to the MDN model, the gene (A) duplicates at t ϭ 0, and one copy (A 1 ) is maintained by selection for its original function. The extra allele (A 2 ) is subject to loss from the population by drift and inactivation by common mutations. Frequent loss of A 2 will continue until a rare mutation provides a new selectable function.
Fig. 2.
Comparing rates at which an extra copy either is lost or acquires a new function. The magnitude of the several routes of loss will be different for various organisms. Given numbers are estimated as they might affect bacteria. rather than by point mutations. The number of added gene copies is not limited to duplication. Thus amplification is likely to precede divergence of the parent and nascent gene. The parent gene amplification is raised in frequency in the population and maintained by selection for an increase in the minor activity (Fig. 3 , activity "b," and Fig. 4 ). This amplification solves the basic problem (Ohno's dilemma). Divergence. The same selection that favored amplification can favor improvement in the amount of the new activity provided by any single gene copy, all of which are targets for improvement. The number of extra copies enhances the probability of an improving mutation because more mutational targets are available (Figs. 4 and 5) . Mutations that improve different gene copies can be assorted by recombination between copies to make new combinations that improve the functionality of some individual copy.
A partially improved extra copy is subject to selective amplification if further increases improve fitness. Such secondary amplification could start a new cycle of selected amplification and divergence.
As one copy improves, selection is relaxed on remaining copies, allowing them to be removed from the population by inactivating mutations and drift. Finally one of the extra copies improves sufficiently to provide the new function alone.
Selection will maintain the original function in at least one of the copies as other copies diverge. This activity is likely to be lost by the extra copies in the process of improving their ability to perform the new function. If an excess of the original function imposes a fitness cost, a loss of that function may be positively selected in the course of improving the new activity in the extra copies (Fig. 5) .
The IAD Model Is a Darwinian Explanation for the Cairns System. The IAD model for evolution of new genes was suggested by the behavior of a bacterial genetic system developed to test the idea that selection might cause an increase in mutation rate (26, 27) . In this system, a strain of Escherichia coli with a partial defect in its lacZ gene (␤-galactosidase) is plated on lactose, conditions that select for improved function of the mutant lacZ allele. The original mutation is leaky and reverts at a rate of Ϸ10 Ϫ8 per cell per division during unrestricted growth. However after exposure to selection conditions, 10 8 cells give rise to 100 Lac ϩ revertant clones over several days. During this period, the population as a whole shows no growth. Thus valuable mutations seem to be induced by stress in a nongrowing population.
The increase in mutant yield under selection seems to be due almost entirely to selection favoring growth of a subpopulation with an amplification of the weakly functional mutant lac gene. Whereas the plated lac population as a whole grows very little, preexisting cells with two copies of the partially functional mutant lacZ gene initiate clones within which growth is progressively improved by further amplification under selection. Selection increases the number of mutation targets (more cells and more lac copies per cell) rather than by increasing the mutation rate per target copy (28, 29) . Ultimately one copy of the mutant allele in one cell of the colony is corrected by a rare mutation and the resulting lac ϩ strain overgrows the colony. Selection contributes to the creation of a rare highly functional mutant gene by favoring growth of cells with more copies of the partially functional parent allele.
In drawing parallels between behavior of the Cairns system and the process of evolving a new gene, the residual functionality of the mutant lac gene is analogous to the minor side activity of a parental gene, and the rare revertant allele (lac ϩ ) is analogous to the new gene. Selection acts on even very small increases in the original (residual) activity and favors growth of cells with such an increase. Small progressive increases are most frequently provided by common events that add copies of the mutant allele. The constant low probability of mutations that improve a single copy provides more mutants when multiple copies of the target are provided by amplification and growth. The cells within a developing bacterial colony are analogous to the individuals in natural population that carry the developing new gene.
Previous work in Drosophila demonstrates the general applicability of the events proposed to explain the Cairns system. The leaky eye color allele (w i ) was amplified 4-fold (eight copies in the diploid) by visually selecting individuals with more pigment. Flies with this amplification and a block in forming brown eye pigment had yellow eyes, in which red spots arose as a result of somatic mutations that restored w ϩ function to any w i copy. Mutation frequency increased linearly as target dosage was increased from one (hemizygous) to eight copies (diploid for the quadruplication) (30). These results demonstrate how selection can increase a function by increasing the dosage of a low-activity gene and how the reversion rate of a mutation in that gene can be enhanced by increasing the number of target sequences in the genome.
Evidence That Many Genes Have Minor Secondary Activities. The minor activities possessed by many normal enzymes has been referred to as enzyme promiscuity, enzyme moonlighting and underground enzymes (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . These secondary activities are likely to be initially neutral. The IAD model suggests that whenever new conditions make a side activity valuable, selection will favor increases in the level of that activity. These quantitative increases are most often achieved by adding copies of the parent gene (see next section).
A widely used laboratory method (high-copy suppression) provides evidence that amplification of a side activity of one protein often serves to supply a novel function. In this method, a null mutation eliminates a particular function and a clone library is screened for genes that (when present in high copy number) can supply the missing function and suppress the phenotype of the original mutation. This method reveals genes with side activity that can supply the missing function (36-38); these activities go unnoticed when the gene is in single copy. For example, a recent study of 104 single gene knockouts in E. coli found that 20% could be rescued by overexpressing noncognate genes (89) . The importance of these auxiliary functions in the evolution of new genes has been noted before (35, 39, 89) .
Even small dosage increases can reveal secondary activities. In yeast, 8% of a set of 300 null mutants constructed in haploids, became aneuploid for a different chromosome in the process of their isolation, suggesting that the missing function is being selectively replaced at low level by duplication of a distinct gene (40) . The same phenomenon has been observed in bacteria, where tandem duplications are selectively stabilized by mutations whose growth defect is relieved by more copies of a distant chromosomal region (R. Dawson and J.R.R., unpublished results). This ability of frequent duplications to provide a missing activity demonstrates the efficacy of a small dosage increase and the frequency with which it can arise.
Evidence That Amplification Is More Likely than Point Mutations to
Increase Levels of a Growth-Limiting Activity. Qualitative improvements of a protein or increases in promoter strength are provided by particular changes at particular sites. Protein alteration is especially restrictive when the parent gene (before duplication) is still under selection to maintain its original function. If one takes 10 Ϫ10 per cell per division as a frequency of base substitutions per base pair and assumes that 10 such sites per gene can improve function, the expected frequency of improving mutations would be 10 Ϫ9 per cell per division. A similar substitution rate is seen in metazoan cells and in bacteria (41) .
In contrast, in an unselected bacterial population, the frequency of cells with a duplication of various chromosomal regions ranges between 10 Ϫ2 and 10
Ϫ5 depending on the region tested (ref. 42 and A. B. Reams and J.R.R., unpublished results). The frequency of duplications approaches a steady-state level that reflects the relative rates at which each duplication forms and is lost by recombination between copies (A. B. Reams and J.R.R., unpublished results). Typical rates of formation and loss in Salmonella enterica are 10 Ϫ5 and 10 Ϫ2 per cell per generation respectively, giving duplication-bearing cells a steady state frequency of 10 Ϫ3 . Rates of forming and losing duplications are less well known for eukaryotes, but tests in Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans suggest a duplication rate in the range of 10 Ϫ4 to 10 Ϫ6 (ref. 43 and U.B., unpublished results). The variation in rates is likely to reflect the position of flanking direct-order sequence repeats that allow unequal recombination to form the duplication (42) . Recent discoveries of frequent copy number polymorphisms in humans suggest similarly high rates of amplification (44) . After duplication, further amplification is expected to be very frequent because the duplicated sequence is a large substrate for unequal sister-strand recombination. Whereas the rate of duplication is lower than that of individual steps of amplification, both are much more frequent than point mutations that improve gene functionality or increase promoter strength. Thus amplification rather than mutational improvement is expected to be the initial response to selection.
Experimental evidence supports the above considerations. Populations can be placed under selection for increasing the level of one of their gene products and such selections yield variants in which the gene for the growth-limiting function is amplified. In bacteria, gene amplifications have been shown to facilitate growth on limited carbon sources (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) , during infection (51), in the presence of antibiotics (52), and under novel thermal regimes (53, 54) . In yeast, gene amplification mediates copper resistance (55) and has been seen in many experimental selection experiments (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) . In insects amplification provides insecticide resistance (61-64) and metal tolerance (65) . In plant (66, 67) and mammalian cell cultures and in tumors, amplifications have been shown to provide resistance to cytotoxic drugs (68) . It was recently discovered that gene duplication in humans contributes to resistance to HIV (69) .
Applicability of the IAD Model. The amplification model for origin of new genes was suggested by behavior of bacteria and much of the supporting evidence is from microbes. Whereas we believe that the model described here applies to bacteria, the magnitude of the opposing forces in these organisms (Fig. 2 ) is large and several lines of evidence suggest that most new eubacterial genes are acquired by horizontal transfer (70) . However, on a longer time scale, it seems clear that bacteria have evolved new genes internally (71, 72) , whereas horizonal acquisitions are ultimately lost over extended periods. When new genes have formed internally, it seems likely to have involved positive selection and a subset of duplications with low selective cost and segregation rates.
In populations of multicellular organisms, weaker selection may be sufficient because duplications can form there by mechanisms that do not involve the inherently unstable tandem repeats. Furthermore, in these organisms even tandem repeats seem less unstable than in bacteria. Finally, in smaller populations initial duplications will be less subject to selective loss. This weaker counterselection could be the basis for the observed correlation between increases in number of genes in a genome and decreases in the effective population size (73) . However, there is no evidence that smaller populations are causally related to increased gene number and, in any event, the measurable cost of duplications suggests that they are not neutral as classically assumed. Thus the process of new gene evolution is likely to require positive selection for the new activity as outlined in the model presented here.
A Role for Amplification in Acquiring New Genes by Horizontal
Transfer. Even acquisition of genes by horizontal transfer may benefit from amplification of the sort described here. In the rare situation that a horizontally acquired gene is beneficial, it is likely to be initially weak at performing the particular function because of problems optimizing gene expression and integration of the new function into a foreign system. When an increase in the new function is required, selective amplification is likely to be the first step in the process. Support for this idea is the observation that foreign genes are more likely to be present in multiple homologous copies in E. coli (74) (75) (76) .
Predictions of the IAD Model (and Some Examples). Below are predictions of the amplification model for evolution of new genes and some published evidence that seems to fulfill them. Only a few particularly illustrative examples are presented. Plant defensive genes confer resistance to various pathogens and are found in multiple copies in the genome, frequently clustered on a single chromosome. These genes are thought to have been generated by a ''birth and loss'' model in response to a succession of slightly variant pathogens (77, 78) . Most variation arises by point mutations and exchanges between alleles at a single locus rather than gene conversion between distantly positioned loci. It seems likely that this process is enhanced by local tandem duplications and exchanges between linked paralogues. In support of this idea, clusters with the most closely related homologues show the highest Ka/Ks ratios, suggesting that such clusters are under strong selection and amplification may be an early event in the process of genetic adaptation.
Resistance of the malarial parasite Plasmodium falciparum to certain anti-malarial drugs is sometimes caused by a 2-to 5-fold increase in the copy number of genes for an energy-dependent efflux pump (90) . The amplified gene encodes a transmembrane protein homologous to the mammalian mdr gene, which is involved in resistance to several anti-cancer drugs. The model predicts that after sufficient exposure to this selection the pathogen might improve one copy of this array such that the other extra copies could be lost, leaving a new gene.
Some pseudogenes may be found among the paralogues appearing during or after evolution of a new gene. In Arabidopsis thaliana, the first four enzymes of the synthetic pathway for gibberellic acid (GA) are each encoded by a single gene, but the genome includes multiple paralogues of each one (91) . The family (KS) that includes the gene for the second enzyme has nine paralogues, three located in tandem and the rest scattered on four different chromosomes. The one gene active in GA synthesis is located within the cluster. The scattered paralogues do not contribute to GA synthesis but seem to have acquired a distinct function, synthesis of polycyclic diterpenes, made in response to pathogen infection and UV irradiation. One paralogue is a pseudogene. If the genes of the GA pathway have been used as precursors for catalysts in a new pathway, then the multiplicity of new paralogues, the location of some paralogues in tandem and the inclusion of pseudogenes among the paralogues are all predictions of the model.
New genes (and possibly pseudogenes) may be clustered with the parent gene. This prediction is expected when duplications arise as tandem repeats. There are numerous examples that support this expectation, including the hox genes (79), globins (80) , and human red-green opsin genes (81, 82) . Perhaps the most striking example is the genome of Trypanosoma cruzi, which contains Ϸ50% repetitive sequence, consisting mostly of surface proteins, retrotransposons, and subtelomeric repeats (83) . The genome contains 1,052 paralogous clusters of Ϸ2 genes and as many as 46 clusters or Ϸ20 genes. Approximately 15% of the total number of genes are pseudogenes. Whereas duplicates may often be in tandem, the IAD model does not require this direct-order clustering because alternative mechanisms of gene duplication in eukaryotes can generate copies in inverse order or on different chromosomes (58, 84, 85) .
The possibility of creating new genes under selection suggests that new genes could arise rapidly. Positive selection opens the possibility of greater increases in copy number and increased rate (per genome) of mutationally improved copies. New genes might arise during speciation under selection. A recent example is in evolution of group-I phospholipase in elapids, which seems associated with speciation events (86) . An alternative role for duplications in speciation has been suggested (87) .
Sequences of new genes should show evidence of continuous selection.
Classical models (MDN) and subfunctionalization predict that the sequence of a new gene will show evidence of a period off selection. In contrast, the IAD model described here predicts that the new genes (with new functions) arise under continuous positive selection. Direct tests support continuous selection during evolution of new genes (13, 22) . A particular example of selection during divergence is the Drosophila gene jingwei, which acquired eight replacements and no synonymous substitutions over the estimated 30 million years during which it arose (88).
Many homologue families, pseudogenes, and copy-number polymorphisms may reflect operation of the IAD model. The model posits that the frequency of copy number variants will increase in response to selection and that (after appearance of a highly functional new gene) the excess copies will be lost by mutation or segregation. Many of the large gene families and pseudogenes observed in genomes may reflect the operation of this process. Alternatively, copy-number polymorphisms may be maintained because they compensate for deleterious mutations in genes within the amplified region.
Summary. It is suggested that new genetic functions arise when selection is imposed on a minor side function of a preexisting gene. This activity is increased by duplication and higher amplification of the original gene with extra copies held by selection for the new activity. As extra-copies improve their specific activity for the new function, they can assort variability by recombination and diverge from the parent gene.
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